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Busy Season at the Farm
At the time of writing this newsletter, Lovas
Farms has finished all field operations including
harvesting, soil testing and zone creation, fertilizer
application, ditch maintenance and improvements,
and tillage work. In the yard we have completed
all the corn drying and filled the December sales
contracts. We were extremely blessed with a warm
and dry weather pattern to complete the harvest,
making the harvest fast and efficient.

and catch up on herbicide and fertilizer applications
that were overdue. In August we had normal
temperatures, but very dry conditions. This abrupt
change in soil moisture challenged the crops
because the wet soil conditions early in the
growing season inhibited good root development.
When the soil conditions turned dry, most crops
had a shallow root structure and struggled to find
enough water. We saw this adverse condition
minimized on fields with drain tile, because those
fields experienced less oversaturation. Therefore,
roots were able to penetrate deeper into the soil
profile and tap into deeper moisture when
conditions turned dry. We have seen this scenario
occur several times since first installing drain tile.
It seems to be a repeating weather pattern: wet,cold
springs followed by hot dry summers.

As we began the 2014 growing season, the
weather was not in our favor. A cold and wet
spring pushed planting back three weeks from the
ideal time. After we struggled to get the crop in,
June produced extremely heavy rainfalls and
below average temperatures. It was such a struggle
to get proper emergence and was disheartening to
see such slow growth from the crops. July finally
brought drier weather, and it was time to hurry up Because of this challenging weather pattern, we

Busy Season At the Farm–cont’d
were concerned in September as to how the crop
would turn out. Was the first killing frost of the
season going to hold off long enough to get the
corn crop matured? How were the different crops
going to respond to the less than ideal conditions?

We didn’t start the wheat harvest until late August
and finished in early September, which was later
than usual. The wheat crop turned out to be bigger
than expected, but we were a bit disappointed
with lower protein than usual. But overall, we
were thankful for what we had. The weather
during the wheat harvest was less than ideal with
significant dew, foggy mornings and cool evenings

Here is a close-up showing the enhanced yield
monitoring capabilities added to both combines. The
top monitor is a JD 2630 monitor that provides
auto-steering and topography mapping. Below that is
the Precision Planting 20/20 monitor that computes
yield data. The next monitor down is the factory Case
IH Pro 600 monitor that monitors all combine
functions, and to the right of that is the iPad interface
for the 20/20 monitor, which allows us to log instantaneous data to the cloud.

limiting the number of hours we could combine each
day. It also led to higher grain moisture content,
averaging 18-19%. However, the heads thrashed well,
so we decided to keep combining and run all the
wheat through the drier. We felt that if we could take
this crop off the table, we should despite the increased
cost of drying the crop in the yard versus leaving it to
stand out in the field waiting for Mother Nature to dry
it. If we would have left the crop in the field and then
had a hard two-inch rain, we would have run the risk
of having the wheat lodge (bending at the stalk or

root) and lose
quality, and then
have to deal with
o p e r a t i n g
equipment in the
mud.

The first frost
c
a
m
e
significantly later
than average and
both the corn and
soybean
crops
were able to
reach maturity.
Enjoying the beautiful, dry fall
As a result we
combining weather!
started combining
beans in late September and rolled nearly nonstop
until we were finished. After a quick change over for
the combines for the corn crop and we were off to the
races again. Both of these harvests were nearly
nonstop, which was great except for the strain on
everyone running the equipment seven days a week
for several consecutive weeks. Everyone was glad to
be working in favorable conditions, though. Everyone
on our team has experienced slow and miserable
harvests in mud and snow, so we were glad that
fatigue was the only stress we were fighting!

As mentioned earlier,
we were very fortunate
to have favorable fall
weather to produce a
high quality corn crop.
As you can see from
the picture, there is
very little dockage and
damage to this crop
and test weights were
relatively high. This
will help ensure
storability of our crop
throughout the winter.

Drain Tile
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We were able to install additional
drain tile this fall. To the right is a
field of wheat stubble after the
installation of drain tile. It takes
several steps to get the field to this
point, as several passes are necessary
to get the soil leveled off and packed
above the tile lines. We worked
almost all the wheat ground this
year just once with the Lemken
disc, which we usually use on corn

stubble. The ground worked up
well with a balance of residue left
on top of the soil to minimize the
chance of soil erosion, yet there
was still enough bare soil exposed
to help accelerate the warming of
the soil temperatures next spring.
We hope to be able to direct seed
soybeans into this seedbed in the
spring. This will save us time
because no tilling will be needed.

Ditching

This picture shows the completion of a two-year-long were required by several organizations and further
project along Traill County Road 81.
complicated by many utility
crossings. We believe this to be the
The project involved installing drain
tile in the bottom of the highway ditch
first drain tile project completed by
a water resource district in the
starting from the end of our driveway,
running north 1.5 miles, and dumping
state, and we have received
into a legal drain. This project was
multiple compliments on how well
the project is working and the
facilitated through the Traill County
Water
Resource
District
and
benefits it will provide to different
land owners and to Alton Grain and
principally funded and organized by
Alton Agronomy.
Lovas Farms. This was a challenging
project due to the many permits that

New Technology
In an effort to further maximize
inputs, we experimented with a
variable rate of an iron fertilizer
on one of our soybean fields this
spring. Each color square on the
map (top) shows a different rate
of iron fertilizer. We saw great
results this year and will continue
to further research this practice.

This summer we made an
advancement in yield monitoring with our combines.
The procedure included the replacement of the yield
monitor in the combines, additional computer modules,
and an iPad® in each combine, which allows for the
instantaneous loading of yield maps into the cloud.
This has the added benefit of letting us view instant
data streaming from our combines remotely with an
iPad® wherever there is a cellular data signal.

The picture on the lower right was taken
from the iPad® mounted in Jason’s pickup.
This allows us to make instant grain
handling decisions based on current yield
and moisture and proved to be exceptionally
valuable this harvest.

Another added benefit
of instant access to
yield maps is the
ability to analyze them
to develop zones for
our
fall
fertilizer
program. It may not
sound like much, but
being able to save a
day or two by having this instant access allowed us to
capitalize on the favorable fall weather and speed up
the process of where and how much fertilizer should
be applied.

This past June, we had a party for Pete, celebrating 50 years
of farming. The party was organized by Hometown Aditude.
We wanted to celebrate this milestone because few people
have the opportunity to work in the field where their passion
lies and to continue in that career for 50 years! We had a much
larger than expected turnout, which totaled approximately
180 people. What a pleasant surprise it was for all of us. Pete
thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon, and we were so appreciative
of everyone who took time from their schedule to come and
celebrate
with us.

Check out
Pete’s video!
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Announcing Lovas Consulting, LLC
Before the 2014 planting season, farmers started
calling Sarah and asked her to scout their fields and
help them manage the agronomics on their farms.
In response, Sarah decided to start a business as an
independent crop consultant, and in June, Lovas
Consulting, LLC, was born. Lovas Consulting helps

farmers manage their seed, fertilizer, and chemical
applications through crop scouting and soil
sampling. In addition, Lovas Consulting also offers
precision agriculture services such as yield data
processing, zone creation, fertilizer prescriptions,
and surface drainage maps.

2014 EXPERIMENTS ON LOVAS FARMS

We conducted many different agronomic experiments on Lovas Farms in 2014.
Cover Crops
The 2014 planting
season
started
quite late and then
turned wet at the
end. It was a very
challenging
planting season.

Unfortunately, we
ended up with a
few prevent plant acres, those that cannot be
planted because of flood, drought, or other
natural disasters and are eligible for
indemnification under crop insurance. Normally a
bit of barley would be planted to help manage
erosion throughout the winter months, but generally,
the planting season following prevent plant can be
Variable Rate Liquid Fertilizer
We tried something new with the
planter last spring. We applied an
iron fertilizer through variable rate
application with the soybean seed
at planting time to help manage
iron deficiency chlorosis in
soybeans. Usually iron chlorosis is
more severe in certain parts of
fields than other parts, and the
soybeans yield better when this

very challenging because prevent plant ground
tends to stay much wetter than ground that has
produced a crop. Therefore,
we thought we would try
something different this
year. We planted a mixture
of different crops. This
crop cocktail consisted of
barley,
flax,
turnips,
radishes, and peas. The
turnips and the radishes
should use a lot of water
and also help reduce soil compaction. The peas and
the flax should help manage nutrients such as
nitrogen and phosphorus for the next crop. All of
the crops together provide better soil cover to do a
better job of managing wind erosion.
fertilizer is applied in greater rates in
the areas of the fields where the iron
chlorosis is more severe. However,
there is no benefit to yield when it is
applied to the areas where no iron
chlorosis occurs. Therefore, a variable
rate prescription was written and
applied to the field.
The rate in this prescription varied
from 0 to 10 gallons per acre.

Other Plots
There are a few other test plots on the farm as well. Monsanto is still doing its corn breeding test plot.
The plot data from this company is used to determine which corn hybrids should be sold on the market.

The NDSU plant sciences department also had a weed plot on the farm. Tame species that simulate
specific weeds are planted and grown and then killed with various herbicide treatments to determine
which herbicide combinations are the most effective. NDSU has been on the farm for a few years now.

Tillage Plots
We started a research project with North Dakota State buried in the soil that will track soil moisture and soil
University (NDSU) and the University of Minnesota temperature every hour for the entire growing season.
Hopefully, this research will provide
this fall.
information to help us reduce tillage.
Tillage plots
Reduced tillage is more economical because
were outlined
there are fewer passes with the tractor over
to
compare
the field. It
different tillage
is better for
systems
on
the
soil
land
where
because
drain tile is
there
is
installed and
more crop
where it is not.
residue on
The
tillage
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treatments were applied to corn stubble. They
consist of:
• A conventional tillage treatment in which corn
stalks are shredded and worked with a chisel plow
•

A vertical tillage treatment, which is how we
normally till corn stalks on Lovas Farms in the fall

These were compared to two kinds of strip till. Strip till
involves tillage only being applied in the row where
next year’s crop will be planted and the next spring the
crop is planted directly into the row without any
additional tillage. In spring 2015, there will be sensors
Grid Sampling
We tried soil sampling in grids for the first time
ever. For grid sampling, the field was divided into
grids and then ten soil cores per grid were taken to
determine the geographical variability of different
soil nutrients. This was an experiment set up with
AGVISE Laboratories, a commercial soil testing
laboratory, with the intended purpose of
determining variable rate iron fertilizer applications
to manage iron chlorosis. Unfortunately, the
sampling results did not produce the expected
results for creating these iron fertilizer
prescriptions. However, we did learn a lot about
this field. We learned that the soil pH varied greatly
and the potassium and phosphorus had different
geographical patterns across the field than we
originally expected. This information has proved

the
soil
surface,
w h i c h
helps
to
prevent soil
erosion
from wind. Reduced tillage should also help increase
soil structure, helping with water infiltration and
improved traffic-ability, or the ability to drive across the
field. The North Dakota Soybean Council, the Minnesota
Soybean Council, and the Minnesota Corn Council are
funding this research.

to be very useful in
managing the soil
fertility in this field. It
would be nice to pursue
more grid sampling
projects if time allows.
Sampling this way is
very time-intensive.
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News & Visitors

In what seems to have become an annual event
at Lovas Farms, we had two separate visits from
different soybean buying groups from the Far
East, mostly from China and Vietnam. This
picture was taken on our first day of soybean
harvest, and because most of these grain buyers
weren’t completely familiar with U.S. harvest
techniques, everyone was excited to be out in
the field. As you can see, many photographed
our combine!

enjoy hearing their experiences with buying U.S.
soybeans, and in turn it helps us be more aware of
We really enjoy having these international trade what our international customers want from our crop.
teams stop by our farm, as we are eager to show them
our practices, and the learning goes both ways. We

This was the first spring using the 9560R John
Deere tractor, which we used to pull the Case IH
SDX40 no-till drill. It worked great, but knew we
weren’t fully utilizing the 560 horsepower. In
spring 2015, we will implement a 60-foot no-till
drill to speed our planting capacity, and to more
fully utilize this tractor’s horsepower. The
SDX40 has been a great drill, and has served us
well, seeding 13 years of crops.

Pete and Sarah being interviewed by
Red River Farm Network

Check us out online!
www.LovasFarms.com

